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Experimental analysis of sloshing flow in circular cylindrical tank 
using the laser Doppler velocimeter 

A. CENEDESE (ROME) 

BY MEANS of a laser Doppler velocimeter the flow field of a liquid contained in a circular cylinder 
tank excited by a sinusoidal force of a given frequency and amplitude was analysed. An out
of-phase between the velocity in different points of the field is shown as an effect of the fluid 
viscosity; as a consequenCC/of this, the measured velocity in some points is less than that taken 
from the bottom of the tank. For high values of the excitation force the analysis of the velocity 
spectrum shows non linear effects such as: frequencies which are multiple of the excitation 
frequency, frequency line spread out, appearance of turbulent phenomena. 

Za pom~ dopplerowskiego pr~dko8ciomierza laserowego zbadano pole przeplywu w cieczy 
zawartej wewn~trz kolowego zbiornika cylindrycznego, pobudzonej obci~i:eniem sinusoidalnym 
o danej c~sto8ci i amplitudzie. ~okazano, re niezgodnosc w fazie mi~dzy pr~ko8ciami w r6:inych 
punktach obszaru wynika z lepko8ci cieczy. W rezultacie pr~dkosc mierzona w r6:inych punk
tach jest mniejsza od pr~dko8ci obserwowanej na dnie zbiornika, Przy · duzych wartosciach 
sily wymuszaj~cej analiza widma pr~dko8ci wykazuje szereg zjawisk nieliniowych, takich jak 
c~totliwo8ci ~d~ce wielokrotno8ciami c~totliwo8ci wymuszaj~cej lub pojawianie si~ efek
t6w turbulencyjnych. 

llpH ITOMOII.UI ~OIIJiepOBCKOrO Jia3epHoro CKOpOCTeMepa HCCJie~OBaHO none Te'1eHIDI B >KH~
KOCTH, co~epmaawe:Hcn BHYfPH Kpyroaoro ~HtleCKoro pe3epayapa, ao36y~~HHoro 
CHHYCO~IlJILHOH Harpy3KOH C ~aHHOH '1aCTOTOH H aMIIJIHTY~OH. llOKa38HO, '1TO HeCOBna~eHHe 
B $aae Me>K.Zzy cKopoCTHMH B pa3HbiX T0'1Kax o6naCTH CJie.zzyeT H3 BH3KOCTH >KH~OCTH; B pe-
3YJibT8Te CKOpOCTh H3MepHeMaH B pa3HbiX T0'1Kax MeHLwe '1eM CKOpOCTh Ha6~~aeMaH Ha 
~e pe3epayapa. llpH OOJibWHX 3Ha'1eHHmc Bb~lliOIUeH: CHJibi aHaJIH3 cnei<Tpa CKopoCTH 
YKa3hiBaeT Ha pn~ HenmieH:HbiX naneHHH:, TaKHX KaK '1aCTOTbi, 6y.zzy'1He MHoroKpaTHoCTHMH 
Bb~aromeif '1aCTOTbl HJIH llOHBJieHHe -ryp6yJieHTHbiX 3$$eKTOB. 

Nomenclature 

a radius of the circular cylindrical tank, 
F maximum value of the acting force, 
f frequency of the acting force, 
g gravity acceleration, 
h height of the liquid at rest, 
h, distance from the gravity center of the liquid mass of the n-th spring

mass system in the equivalent mechanical model, 
J1 Bessel furtction, 
k, elastic constant of the n-th spring . in the equivalent mechanical 

model, 

m, 
r, 0, z 

total liquid mass, 
n-th mass in the equivalent mechanical model, 
cylindrical coordinates. 

T integration time interval, 
time, 
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1. Introduction 

A. CENEDESE 

horizontal component of velocity, 
horizontal component of velocity of the liquid at the bottom of the 
tank outside of the Stokes layer, 
horizontal component of velocity of the tank, 
vertical component of velocity, 
maximum lateral displacement, 
out-of-phase, 
damping coefficient, 
roots of equation J~ (e) = 0, 
density, 
velocity potential, 
circular frequency of the acting force, 
circular frequency of the natural mode. 

A CONSIDERABLE percentage of the weight of airplanes and space vehicles is made up of 
liquid fuel contained in the tanks. The force acting by the liquid on the structure is there
fore particularly significant if the frequency with which the tank is excited is close to the 
natural frequency of the liquid-tank system. Knowledge of this phenomenon is necessary 
for making stability and structural investigations, therefore numerous analytical and 
experimental studies were carried out on this subject [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

The particular characteristics of the fluid motion, where the velocity oscillates around 
the zero value, have made it difficult to analyse the fluid dynamic field experimentally. 
Experiments on the sloshing flow have been carried out essentially by means of [5, 6]: 

capacitance wires; 
floating accelerometers held by a wire able to follow the free surface movements; 

z 

F10. 1. Tank geometry and coordinate system. 
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pressure transducer, fixed on the sides of tank, or inside the liquid; 
load cells fixed on the tank bottom. 
Some of the difficulties met in measuring the velocity field within the oscillating flow 

are overcome by using. the laser-Doppler velocimeter (L.D.V.) [7, 8]. 
A circular cylindrical tank laterally excited by an oscillating force of'!- given frequency 

and amplitude is analysed in the present study by means of the L.D.V. technique. Geo
metrical parameters and the coordinate system are shown in Fig. 1. 

2. ·Linear theory and equivalent mechanical model 

With the assumption of: rigid tank; homogeneous, incompressible and non viscous 
fluid; small displacements; the velocity potential C/J(r, (}, z, t) satisfies the La place equa-
tion [9, 10, 11]: ' 

(2.1) V2 C/J = 0 

with the boundary conditions: 

(2.2) at the walls r = a 
octJ ·n - = i!JX0 ea.~rcos0 or ' 

(2.3) at the bottom z = - h acp = o 
oz ' 

(2.4) at the free surface 
o2 C/J octJ 
7fi2 +g oz = o, 

Q is the angular frequency of the force acting on the tank and X0 is the maximum displace
ment. It is possible to find closed form solutions by the separation of variables and 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions determination: 

(2.5) cp = i!JaX o ewt cos(} 1-'"- + il 2Q2cosh [ ~ (z +h)] Jr ( '• ~) . , ' 

a ·~ 1 
( e.i -I )(w.i -!.F)cosh ( '• :) Jr ( •.) 

where wn is the natural angular frequency: 

(2.6) w.i = ! •.tan+• :) 
and where E, are the roots of the equation: 

(2.7) J~ (en) = 0. 

It is possible to consider a mechanical model equivalent to the sloshing flow as an 
assemblage of springs and masses positioned in such a way as to obtain equal values of 
the oscillation frequency, the mass and inertial characteristics and the force and moment 
resultants between the two systems (Fig. 2) [11, 12]. Since the liquid near the top is only 
slightly disturbed by free surface oscillations, the model consists of a fixed mass which 
represents essentially a part of the liquid unaffected by sloshing, and a series of movable 
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free surface 
'\1 

~--~2a ·I 
FIG. 2. Equivalent mechanical model. 

A. CENEDESB 

masses joined to the tank by springs, one for each of the infinite number of sloshing modes 
of the liquid. The· sum of both the fixed and movable masses is equal to the total liquid 
mass mL and the ratio between the movable masses and the total mass increases as the 
liquid . content in the tank is lowe ed. The equation of motion for each oscillating mass 
and for lateral sloshing is 

(2.8) 
00 

(2.9) •• ~ (.. ·· ) F wt m0 x 0 + £.J m,. x,.+x0 = - e , 
n-1 

where x,. is the position of n-th mass in a coordinate system fixed with the tank 

h 
2aU}nhe,.-

m,. a - = -:-=---~~ 
(e~-l)e,.h ' 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) l!!J = [_!_ - ~ tanh (!!! !!_)] 
h 2 . e,.h 2 a ' 

(2.14) 

The mechanical model including linear damping is able to simulate with good approxi
mation the behaviour of the system near the resonant frequencies where an exact solu
tion is practically impossible if the nonlinear effect of the viscosity Is take~ into account. 
For the motion of the n-th mass the equation becomes 

(2.15) 
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In the expression of the velocity potential Eq. (2.5) the term (eo~- !.F) is substituted by 
y = Jl (eo; -!J2)

2 + p;!J2 ;m; so as to take into account the damping effect even though 
in linear form. 

3. Experimental apparatus 

The experimental apparatus (Fig. 3) described in detail in previous studies [13, 14] 
consists of: 

a magnetic vibrator, controlled by a signal generator and a power amplifier, able · to 
exert on an oscillating table a sinusoidal force of given amplitude (0-10 N) and frequency; 
the apparatus allows a 0.01 Hz sensitivity in the low frequency band; 

a laser-Doppler velocimeter with a Bragg cell to shift the frequency in order to measure 
also velocities close to zero and/or negative. 

TANK 

dSClLLATlNG TABLE 

PHOTOMULTlPLlER 

OPTIC UNIT 

LASER 

EXCITER 

X Y TABLE 

FIG. 3. Experimental set-up. 

The tank is made of Plexiglas. When the laser beams meet moving curved surfaces, 
their intersection point in the liquid moves with reference to a coordinate system fixed 
within the velocimeter. In order to avoid this inconvenience, two plane windows are made 
in such a way that the two beams always meet a plane surface throughout the oscillating 
movement (Fig. 4). 
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FIG. 4. Tank geometry with plane windows: A) configuration with windows perpendicular to the acting 
force; B) configuration with windows parallel to the acting force. 

In order to verify that the behaviour of the tank with . the plane windows is similar 
in the two tank geometries A and B of Fig. 3 and equal to that in which the cylinder has 
a fully ci~cular section, the RMS values of vertical velocity 

T 

(3.1) ~)2 = ~ J v 2 (t)dt 
0 

are measured in M (2 cm, 0.2 cm) as the forcing frequency varies. T is a time interval 
one order larger than the oscillating period. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1, the natural 
frequencies are in good agreement in the two cases and are close to the frequency obtained 
from the linear theory. 

V 

F 

(~J-¥-
Jo' 

103
--- , 

10. 

® 
_F_ 

FIG. 5. RMS values of the vertical component of velocity versus acting force frequency at the point M 
for the two configurations A) and B). 
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Table 1 

10 r 30 

Linear Theory 1.99 3.40 4.31 
Case A 2.15 3.40 4.35 
Case B 2.20 3.50 4.32 

The first natural frequency exp~rimentally determined is greater than that calculated 
by the linear theory since the viscous effects near the walls cause a reduction of the fluid 
mass freedom of movement; as if the tank were of a smaller size. The peak which appears 
at 1.15 Hz is due to the particular geometry of the oscillating table which is suspended 
by four vertical steel cables to a rigid structure. Therefore the frequency of 1.15 Hz is that 
characteristic of the system considered as a simple pendulum. The introduction of the plane 
windows has little effect on the genesis of the natural oscillation modes, while it has a con
siderable effect as far as the swirling motion is considered, in fact in the present arrange
ment such motion does not take place even for high values of the excitation forces. 

4. Analysis of the results 

l. 

Figure 6 shows the behaviours of the RMS values of vertical velocity v, 2 cm below 
the free surface at rest along the X-axis for the first three ~atural modes. The linear theory 
gives 

(4.1) 

c:J 2.20 Hz 

0 3.50 Hz 

"4.32 Hz 

.. 
X a 

Fto. 6. Horizontal profile of the RMS values of the vertical component of velocity for the first three natural 
modes. 
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In the case of real fluids the viscosity causes a damping effect so that with relation to the 
m-th mode, where Q = Wm, the velocity v~lues remain finite. The term (w! -Q2) of Eq. (4.1) 
may be substituted by another term y which takes into account the damping effect: 

(4.2) 

y is different from zero, but small with respect to the terms ( w;-Q 2 ) with m =1 n; the 
m-th term of Eq. (4.2) is one order of magnitude greater than the other terms, so that 

(4.3) 
k• ( tm~)l . 
J, ( •• ; )' 

where r* is the point in which v takes the maximum value corresponding to the first zero 

point of J; ( tm : ) • 

For the first natural mode the theoretical value of vertical velocity is maximum where 
r = a. It is not possible to take meas~rements near the wall because of the tank oscilla
tion. However, the two measurements taken nearest to the wall (the last at about 1 cm) 
give almost identical RMS values. Thus the maximum value of the velocity is found for 
r < a owing to a boundary layer effect. 

Likewise for the second natural mode the viscosity effect near the wall causes the 
nodes and the maxima to move towards the center of the tank. The third mode is less 
easily isolated, the RMS behaviovr of vertical velocity shows a coupling between this 
mode and the first two modes. 

2. 

Because of viscosity the oscillation amplitude near the natural frequency is finite 
and furthermore viscosity causes an out-of-phase between the tank velocity u1 and the 
fluid velocities within the tarik. 

For Q = Wm one has 

(4.4) u = y2Bcos!Jt+)l 2AcoshCcos[!Jt-oc(x, y)], 

where 

(4.5) E C = ~(z+h), 
a 
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(4.6) 

(4.7) 

B = !JX0 cos0 
2 

A= 
Jf2J, (e.~ ).o•x0 cos6 

( e! -1)!1 (e,.)cosh (em ~ ) y 

571 

The velocity u is given by the sum of two terms: the first one due to the motion of the 
rigid body; the second one, due to the free surface oscillation, is out of phase with respect 
to the first by a term cx(x, y). The RMS value of u is given by 

(4.8) t:P = B2 +A2cosh2C+2ABcoshC.cos~t. 

The effective value of the horizontal component of velocity close to the bottom of the 
tank goes from the value A+B at an elevation given-by VP/fl (where a Stokes motion 
can be assumed) to the value B at the bottom of the tank. If no slip conditions are con
sidered, cx(x, y) = 0 on the walls. 

I 

The term A is always smaller then B. Moving upwards ex becomes different from zero 
and the u val~e may be less than that at the tank bottom as long as the value of A cosh C 
remains smaller than, or of the same order of ~agnitude as B (Fig. 7). 

'~ 
z 

B 

_L 
-8- a-0 

FIG. 7. Behaviour of the vertical profile.of theRMS values of the horizontal component of velocity, taking 
into account the out-of-phaSe' between the liquid and the tank velocity. 

The minimum value of u is reached at the height C* which depends on ex and on the 
other characteristic parameters of the phenomenon by the relationship 

(4.9) Bcosa. = -AcoshC*. 

For the first three natural modes the distr~_bution of u along a vertical 2 cm from the tank 
axis ~as been measured. From the li~ear the~ry one has 

· u-ub 
(4.10) 'YJ(C) = =--=- = coshC -1, 

Ut-Ub . 

where ub is the liquid horizontal velocity at the-bottom of the tank outside of the Stokes 
layer. 

The experimental values obtained are shown in the diagrams of Figs. 8, 9 and 10 in 
terms ·of 

(4.11) 
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Flo. 8. Observed and theoretical vertical profiles of the RMS values of the horizontal component of velocity 
for the first- natural mode (2.20 Hz) for three different heights of the liquid. 

. t 

5 

9 h. 19cm 

Gl h a iS cm 

0 h.l2 cm 

tl:'leorettcal values 
from llneat theory 

0'+-------~~--------~--------~------~ so 100 tSO '1 

FIG. 9. Observed and theoretical vertical profiles of theRMS values- of the horizontal component of velocity 
for the second natural mode· (3.50 Hz) for three different heights of the liquid. 

where His a constant calculated in such a way as to obtain an equality between 'YJ and 11* 
in the nearest free surface point where measuring is possible, that is about . 1 cm below 
free surface at rest. 

For three different levels of the liquid contained in the tank and for the same values 
of the exciting force ·the behaviour · of u for the first vibration mode (2.20 Hz) is shown 
in Fig. 8. Only for the. highest value of h (19 cmf the velocity out of phase is evident; in 
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the other two cases observed (h = 15 ,cm and h = 12 cm) a good agreeo1ent between 
theoretical and experimenta values is obtained. For the second and third vibrations 
modes the out-of-phase effect is more noticeable (Figs. 9 and 10). 

~--~------v 

,__ 6 

~ 

0 h • . t2cm 
• h. 8 cm 

theoretical values 
from linear theory 

5 '1 

FIG. 10. Observed and theoretical vertical profiles of theRMS values of the horizontal component of velocity 
for the third natural mode (4.32)Hz for four different heights of the liquid. 

3. 

TheRMS values of v in M as a function of the maximum value of the acting force F 
are shown in Fig. 11 for the first three vibration modes. There exists a range of values 
of F wiere the ratio vI F is constant, this range is greater for the higher level modes. 

5 

.1l .A .6 .8 

9 2.20HZ 

·1!13.50Hz 

0 o4.32Hz 

1D 

FIG. 11. RMS values of the vertical component of velocity as a function of the acting force at M for the 
first three natural modes. 
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FIG. 12.a) Power spectrum of the vertical component of velocity at the point M due to an acting force of 
1.0 N for the-first natural mode. b) Power spectrum of the vertical component of velocity at the point M 
due to an acting force of 2.0 N for the first natural mode. c) Power spectrum of the vertical component 
of velocity at the point M due to an acting force of 4.0 N for the first natural mode. d) Power spectrum 
of the vertical component of velocity at the point M due to an acting foree of 6.0 N for the first natural 

mode. 
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576 A. CENEDESE 

The spectrum analysis of the vertical component of velocity at point M has been ob
tained by a real time spectrum analyser using the F.F.T. As the exciting force increases, 
the spectrum analysis shows a different mode of energy distribution in the frequency 
domain. Four typical situations are shown: 

a) in the range where F is small and the ratio v / F is constant, the energy is concentrated 
around the exciting frequency; 

b) as F increases, a coupling between different harmonics appears, whose frequencies 
are multiple ~f the fundamental one: this is the typical behaviour of a nonlinear system; 

c) for higher values ofF th~ peak~ corresponding to the harmonics multiple of the 
fundamental one spread out; 

d) for even higher values of the exciting force a discrete periodic spectrum appears 
fo be superimposed to a continuous spectrum which is a typical turbulence phenomenon. 

The four behaviour pa.ttems are shown in Fig. 12 for the first vibration mode. The 
photos of Fig. 13 show the velocity distribution where vf F is constant and where turbulent 
phenomena appear. A similar behaviour is shown in the spectra of Fig. 14 for the second 
vibration mode; in this last case, for the examined force range, turbulent phenomena 
do not appear. 

FIG. 13. a) Time distribution of the vertical component of velocity where no turbulent phenomena appear. 
b) Time distribution of the vertical component of velocity where turbulent phenomena appear. 

5. Conclusions 

With the use of the Laser Doppler Velocimeter it is possible to analyse the fluid dy
na~ics field in the liquid contained in an oscillating tal!_k without disturbing the flow 
and with an excellent spatial resolution. The results obtained are in good agreement with 
those foreseen by the linear theory with regard to the natural frequencies and the quali-
tative velocity behaviour. ;-

Considering the horizontal velocity RMS along a vertical, it is possible to show an 
out-of-phase of velocity at different points. This phenomenon is particularly evident for 
high water levels in the tank and for higher orders of vibration modes. Thus, in some 
points of the tank, RMS values of velocity are lower than those measured near the bottom. 

The velocity spectra taken near the tank center show for the lowest values of the 
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Fm. 14. a) Power spectrum of the vertical component of velocity at the point M due to an acting for~ 
of 1.0 N for the second natural mode. b) Power spectrum of the verti~l component of velocity at the 
point M due to an acting· force of 3.0 , N for the second natural mode. c) Power spectrum of ·the vertical 

component of velocity at the point M due to an acting force of 6.0 N for the second natural mode. 

exciting force only one peak at the torcing frequency. As ·the exciting forces gradually 
i~crease, nonlinear effects become evident and frequences wHich are multiple of the forc
ing one appear. Then a peak spread-out around mco, values takes place. For' the highest 
values of the exciting force one has an o~erlapping between a periodic discrete spectrum 
and a continuous spectrum which shows the appearance of turbulent phenomena. 
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